**Jenkins' Jig**

*Ap Siencyn*

**Form: AABA**

**Traditional Welsh Jig**

```
X: 1
T: Jenkins' Jig  Ap Siencyn
N: 3-part tune AABA
M: 6/8
L: 1/8
K: Gmaj

dc|"A"B2 B Bgf | e2 e efg | ded dcB | cAA Adc |
B2 B Bgf | e2 e efg | ded cBA | BGG"Fine":| ga|
"B"b2 g a2 f | gfe dcB | cde dgB | BAA A ga |
b2 g a2 f | gfe dcB | cde dgB | dgf e "D.C."||
```